
English

Day 3



Sequence of writing x 1 week – writing competition

Introduce BBC short story competition

Plan mini saga (short story)

Writing skill

Write mini saga

Edit and submit



Mini Saga

We are going to write the first draft of 

your mini stories today. Remember you 

only have 100 words. 

Let’s read some examples. 

The examples are all 100 words. 



Example Mini Saga 1

Lost In The Woods

Crack. I whipped round, trying to peer through the gloomy trees. 
Nothing. I carried on walking, trying not to panic. If I just kept 
going, I’d get to the edge of the woods soon… wouldn’t I?
There it was again. Twigs snapping. Closer now, louder. I still 
couldn’t see anything though, the undergrowth was too thick. 
There. A bush moved! I couldn’t help it, panic zipped through me 
and I ran, stumbling through the leaves. I tripped over a stray 
branch and fell. I heard the creature behind me. I rolled over to 
see… a rescue dog! I’d been found!



Example Mini Saga 2

The Thief

I arrived at the secret meeting place. Down the track and to the 
left, past the lightning-struck tree. You wouldn’t find it unless you 
knew it was there. I pulled aside the branches that covered up the 
doorway and crawled inside. We’d made it from old planks and 
broken branches, then covered it with ferns. There wasn’t much 
room inside, just enough for the two of us. 
“Did you get them?” said my best friend James.
“Yep!” I replied, grinning at him.
I sat down next to him and we shared the freshly baked cookies I’d 
swiped from the kitchen.



Example Mini Saga 3

If You Go Down To The Woods Today

The teddy bear family arrived at their favourite spot next to the huge 
oak tree for their picnic. Rufus and Reggie decided to play hide-and-
seek, Reggie counted and started looking for Rufus, but after a few 
minutes still couldn’t find him.
“Lost something?” someone asked. It was a rabbit. He’d returned 
home to find a teddy bear blocking the entrance to his burrow.
“I was trying to find somewhere new to hide and got stuck,” explained
Rufus miserably.
The rabbit led the brothers back to their parents and happily accepted
an invitation to join the teddy bears’ picnic!



It’s time to get writing!

• Your mini saga must be 100 words (or fewer)

• Story starters are optional – you can use one in your mini saga

or you can just be inspired by it

• If you use a story starter, it is part of your word count

• Your title doesn’t count in your 100 word limit



Mini Saga Writing Tips

• Abbreviate words e.g. ‘it is’ becomes ‘it’s’

• Use your title to give readers a clue

• Edit out any unnecessary words/sentences

• If using dialogue, don’t write ‘said’, use adjectives to describe their 

reaction. For example: shrieked, cried, laughed, stammeredd. 



Activity

• Write your mini saga by hand or on the computer.

• Remember it can not go over 100 words. Use word 

count to check or count the words by hand. 

• Use the writing sheet to help you if you want. 



If you want to use the worksheet, you can but you do not have to. 

We will be entering these on the computer using the writing portal. 



Send Work

Send your work to me via Class Dojo so I can 
get it marked for you ready to submit 

tomorrow. Send these tonight so I gsuggest
final edits and improvements. 
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